SCC Meeting Minutes

Date: 9/7/2022

Time: 2:45-3:30pm

Location: Northwest Family Center

In Attendance: Katie Hicks (A), Nereida Beltran (C), Dan Pahl (CP), Bryan Williams (Board Member)

13 Parents also attended.

A=Admin, C=Counselor, F=Faculty, P=Parent, CP=Chair Person

**Katie Hicks (A) Welcome/Agenda:**

Welcomed everyone and presented agenda to guests.

**Crystal Hernandez – TRIO Presenter**

Crystal spoke about the TRIO program and how it can benefit students. The program can also follow them up through high school. Crystal handed out applications and also informed parents where they could locate additional information or applications.

**Katie Hicks – What is SCC?**

Katie went presented a power point created by the district and updated by Katie about what SCC is and how they function within the school. It also covered their responsibilities as a committee.

**Katie Hicks – SCC Calendar Overview**
Katie reviewed what the calendar from the district looks like for SCC and the different topics that would be coming up during the course of the school year. The timeline for Land Trust monies was also presented.

Closing Comments

Thanked families for coming and reviewed questions. There are no action items for next month’s meeting.